
Reflexive Practice – Trans-medial Process and Method 
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How can different creative practices inform and challenge each other? And, how can 
medial transpositions contribute to operate complex conditions in architectural creation?  
This project addresses the process of architectural creation as a trans-medial practice, 
here instantiated as an encounter between text, drawing, photography and model. The 
project enquires how these distinct medial affordances affect the architectural articulation 
through transpositions and interactions between them within an iterative process. 

DOCUMENTATION AND PROPOSAL FOR PRESENTING THE ARTEFACT 

1) A series of assembled photographic fragments of the model, 8 b/w photos, 15x20 cm,
coupled in pairs, 4xA3

2) Four booklets of photographic series of the model, loose-leaf format A5
a) black and white, photographic fragments of the model, spatial experiments, view
b) colour, photographic fragments of the model, spatial experiments, view
c) colour and black and white, photographic fragments, experimental side effects
d) black and white, photographic fragments of the model, spatial experiments, plan-

view
3) Model, disassembled, glass plates 2 á 2x80x160 mm, 4 á 2x120x160 mm, 4 á 2x120x200,

rubber bands
4) A booklet of photographic series of the drawing, loose-leaf format A5

a) Photographic fragments of the drawing
b) Montage

The presented artefact consists of the above described components and can be exhibited on 
a podium (or similar) of min. 1000x1200 mm. All of the components can each be taken up 
in the hands, perused and examined further at exhibition. 
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1) 

Assembled photographic fragments of the model 
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Assembled photographic fragments of the model 
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Diagram, assembled photographic fragments of the model, 4xA3 two-layered glass frames 
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2a) 

Photographic fragments of the model, spatial experiments, views, examples from booklet 
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2b) 

Photographic fragments of the model, spatial experiments, views, examples from booklet 
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2c) 

Photographic fragments of the model, experimental side effects, examples from booklet 
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2d) 

Photographic fragments of the model, spatial experiments, plan view, examples from 
booklet 
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3) 

Model, disassembled 
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4a) 

Photographic drawing fragments, examples from booklet 
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4b) 

Montage, photographic drawing fragments, from booklet 
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RESEARCH STATEMENT 

The presented material is part of an ongoing research project on trans-mediality in the 
process of architectural creation. The enquiries are conducted through iterative series in the 
media of text, drawing, photography and model. The different stages of the process will be 
documented, but the presentation will put emphasis on the process of interaction between 
a physical model and photography.  

The contention of the project is that any material articulation always is engaged in and 
inseparable from its specific medial mode of expression. A given problem materialises in 
different ways when it is processed in different media and media environments. Thus, the 
differentiation of medial affordances is essential: the differences enacted in the trans-medial 
practice work as a vehicle for creation, premised on the transgression of the specific 
medium’s limitations. To identify specific medial affordances, the project enquiries establish 
sets of specific media environments.  

The investigations are premised on the identification of a set of specific medial parameters. 
For the text: enunciation and scene; for the analogue drawing: layers and transparency; for 
the photograph: framing and light; and for the model: body and scale. As the project 
progresses, the scope of medial parameters is reconsidered and nuanced. 

The textual enquiries situate the work, based on a literary text, and on a reflection upon its 
relations to other media. Focus is on the relationships between structuring parameters, and 
on how the text establishes a contextual situation. 

The subject of the drawing is derived from the text as the contextual framework of the 
drawing, not defined as a geographical place, but as a space of material and immaterial 
structures. The purpose is to investigate how the drawing as a relational diagram in 
interaction with photography enables a juxtaposition of heterogeneous topologies: social, 
spatial and temporal relations.  

The first photographic series has the drawing as its object and investigates how montage of 
photographs enacts relations and events. Based on the process of the analogue drawing and 
its successive layering, a series of photographic fragments of the drawn plan is presented. 
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The series explores the initial textual act: the variance of that which is experienced and that 
which is experienced through. 

The structure and dimensions of the model are based on structuring principles and 
dimensional conditions of the drawing. Yet, the model is not a representation of the drawing, 
but a modulative spatial construction; it does not look like the drawing, it works due to a set 
of operational criteria similar to those of the drawing. The purpose of the model work is to 
explore the articulation of situations in sets of specific spatial distributions, as a re-
territorialisation of relational events as new time-space environments. As a consequence, 
the next photographic series become substantial for the articulation of the model, its scale 
and its spatial qualities. The model is examined through four series of photography: 

• A black and white series of photographic fragments of the model, spatial experiments,
plan-view

• a black and white series of photographic fragments of the model, spatial experiments,
view

• a colour series of photographic fragments of the model, spatial experiments, view

• a colour and a black and white series of photographic fragments, experimental side
effects

The first photographic series of the model conveys plan-views, a horizontal order closely 
related to the organisation of the drawing. Focus is on how the initial parameters of the 
photograph, framing and light, have an impact on the spatial manifestation, different from 
the photographic series of the drawing. Whereas the layering of glass-plates is related to the 
logic of the layered drawing, the matter of materiality is here of a very different character. 

The three following photographic series of the model convey vertical views, and are 
developed simultaneously. These series share the same photographic technique, extreme 
close-ups of the model with a continuous motion of the camera lens. Hence, the variety of 
the captured spatial modulations is induced by the consecutive displacements within the 
model itself, the movement of the glass layers, and the movement of the camera. This 
technique allows to register very small temporal differences with significant effect on the 
spatial configurations. Though the series share technique and object, they most notably 
differ through the use of black and white or colour photography. It is a part of the 
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investigation to consider how this set of parameters affects the experience of materiality, 
light, reflections, etc. The third series is a colour and a black and white series of photographic 
fragments, categorised experimental side effects. These studies reflect upon the deviations 
between technical and material effect and spatial appearance. 

To sum up, the project investigates how medial affordances configure events based on 
different sets of relations. Through the iterative series, the project gauges how different 
media articulate relations and events, and how transpositions between these media 
contribute to re-format time-space configurations. 
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